
The iBEARS Buzz
Inclusive Biologists Exploring Active Research with Students

    Alex St. Louis, an articulate Ph.D. candidate in Science Education
at Texas Christian University, is at the heart of the iBEARS program.
Training undergraduates as they begin the process of mentoring K-
12 students, researching this undergraduate to K-12 mentor
relationship, and observing the beginnings of impact on STEM
education for potential future scientists, are just a few aspects of
her meaningful work. 
   Alex first recalls wanting to be a scientist at age 6. At that time,
she watched a movie on tornados and was absolutely fascinated by
weather and weather pattern changes. She even occasionally got
into trouble with her Mom for staying outside during thunder storms!
In high school, this fascination with weather eventually expanded to
other areas in science and led her to take AP Chemistry and AP
Biology. AP Biology especially caught her interest, leading her to
Baylor University to pursue a degree in Biology.
   During her time at Baylor, she took classes with Dr. Marty Harvill, a
Senior Lecturer in Biology. It was Dr. Harvill that mentored Alex
through a time of finding clarity as to her role in science. Alex knew
that pursuing medicine wasn’t her particular path, and while
surrounded by so many who were pursuing this path, she found it
challenging to define what her science career might be. Dr. Harvill
provided the feedback through this time of challenge and
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encouraged Alex to continue her education with a

master’s degree in Molecular and Cell Biology at

Southern Methodist University and eventually her Ph.D. 

   When asked how she first began working in the

iBEARS program, she shared that as a doctoral student

she was taking a deep dive into the current literature of

STEM mentorship. She found lots of documentation of

the mentoring from university faculty to undergraduate

students, but there was very little for undergraduate

students to K-12 students. She wanted to provide

research for this deficit. 

   In her time working with iBEARS, Alex spends the first

two weeks of the school year preparing undergraduates

to become mentors by facilitating a mentoring

workshop. During this workshop, undergraduate

students focus on project design, developing a

mentoring philosophy, and brainstorming potential

mentoring challenges and solutions. 

   Her favorite parts of working in iBEARS are being able

to share her passion and love of science with others

and then to take a step back to watch the process be

passed from professor to graduate student to

undergraduate and K-12 student. “Watching

undergraduates begin to take ownership in the

mentoring of these K-12 students is both humbling and

rewarding,” she says. 

   In the future Alex plans to continue iBEARS research

and her research in the process of mentoring with the

hope to replicate this model at other Universities

worldwide. Her ability to continue her research in iBEARS

and her ability to still connect with the big picture was

evident as she stated, “Even if someone doesn’t want

to be a scientist it is so important that you understand

how the world around you works and how your impact in

the world influences the work scientists do.”
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TEACHER SNAPSHOTS

Ms. Castillo
6th Grade Science Teacher

Woodgate Intermediate
 

Favorite part of STEM education:
Creating unique experiences to inspire young people
to pursue their passions in STEM pathways
Biggest takeaway from working with iBEARS:
Never underestimate what a child can do! No one is
too young to engage in the engineering design
process and scientific research. 

 

Ms. tepe
5th Grade Science Teacher

Spring Valley Elementary
 

Favorite part of STEM education:
Giving students a chance to creatively problem solve
and surprise themselves with the obstacles they can
overcome.
Looking forward to iBEARS this semester:
It gives my elementary students the vision of
themselves as scientists completing research at a
collegiate level. It’s contagious to see their excitement
and pride in the final product!

 


